Spring flowers at the Palmer Preserve, pictures taken at the end of April, 2021: Trillium
grandiflorum, Hyacinthoides hispanica and Trillium sessile with a side of Tiarella cordifolia.

May Flowers
Just about everywhere we look this time of year, beautiful spring blossoms are
evident: from daffodils, tulips, and other spring bulbs putting on their show at
ground level to the wide range of ornamental flowering trees – magnolia,
dogwood, cherry, and the like – and all the shrubs in between, a profusion of
beauty surrounds us.
While these displays are quite lovely, if we take a detour from the road, get out
of the car and onto a trail, there are many other spring blossoms to be enjoyed.
Our Palmer-Taylor Preserve has a beautiful, rustic garden area with a
succession of blooms that, depending on conditions, starts as early as February
with snowdrops (Galanthus nivalis) and goes into May with the flowers shown
above and many more. We hope you take a moment to check out these special
blooms, located a short walk from the parking area at the barn on 258 Middle
Haddam Road in Portland. This year, the bloom time is somewhat delayed due
to the cool weather during the past couple of weeks. The display should be
quite nice during the second week of May. Please visit!

Community Outreach

First photo: Stewards Erika Giglio, Val Grant, and Matt Marrotte chat with visitors. Second
photo: Middletown Mayor Ben Florsheim addresses the crowd.

As part of celebrating Earth Day, MxLT Stewards participated in the Go Green
Festival held at Harbor Park on a spectacular Saturday afternoon in April. It
was a wonderful opportunity to meet new people, talk about our mission,
explain what Stewardship does, and learn about efforts of other
environmentally focused groups. Thanks to the organizers and sponsors of this
event. We hope to do it again next year!

CT's Progress on Open Space
Update from Board Member Ralph Urban

The Connecticut Council on Environmental Quality, a state sponsored monitor
of how Connecticut is doing in cleaning up and protecting its natural
environment, reported in its 2021 Annual Report that the State has achieved
approximately 84% of its goal, set by law back in 1997, to protect 21% of
Connecticut land as permanently protected open space.
The goal called for 10% to be preserved by the State itself, with the additional
11% to be preserved by its “conservation partners,” nonprofit land trusts and
the like. According to the report, as of 2021 the State Department of Energy
and Environmental Protection had preserved some 264,000 acres, with its
conservation partners having preserved some 299,000 acres.
The original aspiration was to achieve the 21% goal by 2020, but obviously that
goal has not been met, although 84% represents significant progress for sure.
As land prices increase and State appropriations fluctuate, the challenges
increase. It’s critical that we press on to meet this goal to preserve Connecticut’s
diverse natural heritage for ourselves and those generations that follow us.
Staying active in and contributing to the Middlesex Land Trust’s efforts will
help keep us moving toward this critical goal.

Annual Membership Drive
Your membership makes it possible for us to further our
mission: Preserving sensitive habitats, green corridors, and forest lands for
native wildlife and carbon sequestration, as well as protecting valuable
uplands, wetlands, and stream buffers to filter and preserve the freshwater
habitats that feed into the Connecticut River.

As a member-supported volunteer organization, we depend on YOU
to keep us going.
Please support the Land Trust by joining or renewing your
membership.
If you are already a member – thank you! You are the reason the Middlesex
Land Trust is what it is today.

Trail Work the Old-Fashioned Way...

First photo: Neon and Moon pull the scoop under Nancy’s direction with Elwin and Matt
holding on! Second photo: Stewards rake out the trail.

The MxLT Stewardship group was assisted by some enthusiastic workers of the
four-legged variety in establishing a walking path on the hayfield at the
Palmer-Taylor Preserve. Thankfully, this will eliminate the need for weed
whacking this section of the trail during the growing season. Friend Nancy
Kalal (from Cranberry Meadow Farm in East Lyme) with her team of oxen,
Neon and Moon, showed up on a blustery April morning and within an hour,
we had our trail all scooped out!
It was a learning experience for everyone, especially those who were handling
the scoop behind the oxen – not an easy job. Thanks to Nancy for bringing her
team and to all the Stewards who participated. It was a fun and productive
work party. Nancy and her team are always looking for work opportunities. If
you have a task for them, contact Nancy at 860-437-7828 to see what they can
do for you.
A couple weeks later, thanks to the help of Elwin and his Kubota, we completed
the path with stone dust delivered from Butler Construction, and we now have
an established trail running through the hayfield. We were fortunate to have
weather and conditions cooperate and allow us to complete this task. Come
check it out!

First photo: Stewards spreading the stone dust brought by Elwin and his trusty Kubota.
Second photo: The crew.

Two Hiking Opportunities - May and June
Join the Middlesex Land Trust’s
very own John LeShane for two
hiking opportunities – one in
May at the Brainerd Quarry
Preserve in Haddam Neck, and
one in June at the PalmerTaylor Preserve as part of CT
Forest & Park's Trails Day.
John will share the history of
these places, along with his love
and knowledge of the natural
world. There is much to see and
more to learn. To RSVP, please
contact the Land Trust office at 860-343-7537 or contact John directly at 860342-0658 in advance of the hike. Details are as follows:
Brainerd Quarry Preserve, Haddam Neck – Saturday, May 21 at
10:00 a.m.
An approximate 3-mile hike at the Brainerd Quarry Preserve past historic
quarries and impressive rock faces. Hike will be at a slow to moderate pace,
with some fairly steep inclines for short distances and occasional tricky footing,
but generally suitable for new hikers. Meet at the southern-most trailhead on
Injun Hollow Road in Haddam Neck. Hiking boots recommended, as the trail
crosses some wet areas, but sneakers OK. Bring water and snacks. Kids and
well-managed dogs are welcome. Steady rain cancels.
Palmer-Taylor Preserve and Air Line Trail in Portland – Saturday,
June 4 at 10:00 a.m. (rain date Sunday, June 5 at 11:00 a.m.)
An approximate 3-mile hike through the Palmer-Taylor Preserve, including a
detour onto the historic Air Line Trail – see how these two trails intersect to
provide a varied walking experience. Hike will be at a slow to moderate pace
with some moderate inclines for short distances and occasional tricky footing,
but generally suitable for new hikers. Meet at the red barn, 258 Middle
Haddam Road, Portland. Hiking boots recommended as the trail crosses some
wet areas, but sneakers OK. Bring water and snacks. Kids and well-managed
dogs are welcome. Steady rain cancels – rain date will be Sunday, June 5 at

11:00 a.m.

The Middlesex Land Trust is a non-profit organization whose mission is to preserve
open space in northern Middlesex County (Durham, Middlefield, Middletown,
Cromwell, Portland, and East Hampton).
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Stay up-to-date with our events on our Facebook page:



